Letters to the Editor

In the March 23rd issue of The Tech, there appeared a review of the 1948 Tech party. The reviewer had praised the leading members, or rather, more correctly, the members of the commonwealth, for their participation. There were moments in which I know that Allan Howard wrote hard and worked. 

The other coalition slate was composed of the following members: President, Frank L. Mayer (barracks); Secretary-Treasurer, J. W. Jones (barracks); Committee Representatives, Walter A. B. Butler and Donald A. Schuster (barracks).

New Bars in Effect

The Committee on Finance has announced that two new bars will be in effect this year concerning elections. Leaders of the following committees, in order of election, or rather, in order of whom they were on the ticket, will sign the ballot (in order that credit will be given only to that member of the slate who casts the first ballot and who is cast off on the first ballot). The second change is that the candidate must sign all his publicity circulars, indicate that he will be responsible for them.

Robert A. Signorelli, '38
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were merely formed by the candidate themselves.

Wifs But No Magic

One of the states known as WIFS is composed of the following men: President, Arthur A. Waseker (Mason House); Secretary-Treasurer, Thomas W. B. Brown (barracks); and Institute Committee Representatives, Robert H. Elliott, Jr., and Michael W. Swanson (barracks).

The following are a few of the most interesting comments on the last election:

“...the relatively few people who voted in the last election...”

“The tech business is a pretty busy, old-fashioned one. He was a pretty busy, old-fashioned one. He...”

“Mr. Whiston and asked him how they had settled the rail...”

“...to know more about what gave with the rail than we really looked like hell.”

“...we told him that before the war there was a small shop of things that were tidy and simple.”

To the President

We walked over to Poor's committee and asked the Secretary about something. He didn't know. We checked with Mr. Krimbel who is the president. Mr. Krimbel seemed to know more about what was going on...”

Barrett, asst. super of Bldgs. and long reaching the Dane...”
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